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Enhance account security, simplify sign-up 
and sign-in processes, and maximize 
conversions with Sinch Verification.

 

Why use phone number verification?

Phone Number 
Verification

Security as standard 
Protect your app and customers’ 
shared data from spammers and 
fraudulent attacks with additional, 
second-factor security.

Maximize conversion rates
Increase conversion and sign-up 
rates by up to 11% with single-
factor authentication, just like 
some of our existing customers.

Improve user experience
Enjoy quick and seamless verification. 
Customer transactions happen in 
real-time, so fast and reliable delivery 
of log-in notifications is critical.

Which verification method is 
right for you?

SMS Verification
The most common way of delivering a one-time 
passcode (OTP) – via a text message.

Flash Call Verification 
A cost-e�cient and fast verification alternative. 
The OTP is delivered by Caller ID with a dropped 
call.

Data Verification (Open Beta)
A no OTP, zero-click verification solution. Phone 
numbers are verified directly with carriers against 
operator records.

Phone Call Verification
OTP codes are delivered via voice text-to-speech, 
allowing for number verification regardless of 
accessibility or fixed-line issues.

Access our range of verification solutions 
through a single API integration:

322028 is your one-time 
verification code. Not you? 
Call (415) -993-7632.

To complete change of 
service address, please 

verify your identity

Axon Energy

Axon Energy

Phone Authorisation

+123 456 ____ Verify
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Best delivery rates
Verify end-users on the spot. We use optimized, 
intelligent routing designed just for verification.

Real-time customer insights
Analytics on conversion rates, fault detection, 
and prevention are available in real-time and as 
downloadable reports in our self-serve portal.

Easy integration options
Flexible integration via REST API or SDK. SDKs are 
available for iOS, Android, and JavaScript.

Global super network
The best possible quality at the best price around. 
Thanks to our global network of 600+ direct 
operator connections.

What makes Sinch Verification 
stand out?

direct carrier connections

600+

ISO 27001 certified

27001
customers globally

150K

engagement yearly

600BN
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